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editorial 
The latest Angus Reid poll states that Canadians' biggest 
concern is the swelling national debt. Essentially, the largest 
segment of the population, often called the Baby Boomers, 
wish to transfer the debt from the population as a whole to a 
smaller, more distinct few. 
Through this tactic, a false notion that the debt is being dealt with is created, 
when in fact it is just being relocated. In keeping with a Canadian economic 
tradition, we're operating our deficit as revolving credit. We eternally pay off our 
MasterCard bills with our kids' Visas, and don't even say thank you. 
To put it simply, if you sweep a really dusty floor (that, by the way, hasn't 
been swept for a really really really really really long time, young man.:.), but 
leave the pile of dust in a corner, you still have a problem. Most of the floor looks 
clean, but you have a huge ugly smelly nasty gruesome dust bunny with big 
fangs and sharp claws and dis-gust-ingly bad body odour. And dung. Lots and 
lots of dung. 
Now, stay with us here. What you have is a country which is mired in an 
'invisible' debt. The people are fed a line something like, "the amount of educa-
tion of a given individual is directly proportional to the amount of money they 
make." What do the people do? They go to school. 
Through student loan reforms, lucky students get an education. It's a good 
thing. They'll need those big brains to figure out ways to pay off personal debts 
in the $60,000 range (all of which is incurred getting the aforementioned train-
ing). Once these newly-burdened Brainiacs enter the the workforce, they're greeted 
with tons of work opportunities. Of course, they're all in retail. There's nothing 
like a McJob to alleviate the spirits when one gets that Loan Default notice in the 
mail. 
A bigger problem than this is so easy to predict it's scary. What do rabbits 
mean? MORE RABBITS!!!!! And then, you get more dung, and more dung, and 
even more dung!!! P.U. Time to come full circle. 
Now, due to millions of folks paying billions of dollars to the banks - only 
they're doing it reeeeeeaaaaaaalllll sssslllllllooooooooowwwww- the banks are 
in trouble. Of course, the banks support the government. So we're not looking at 
a pretty picture. 
Advice? Invest off-shore, and you may end up actually getting something 
dung ... urn ... done. Sorry. 
Good luck, kids. It's not gonna be easy. 
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strategy, but in this case, it looks like 
violent imagery could serve a couple 
purposes: At the conscious level, to 
recruit new members for the Lesbian 
I got a good 
review! 
Dear Homo-friendly Other Press: 
Avengers group; and at the unconscious Dear Other Press, 
Yes, it's me again, I congratulate those level, perhaps to appeal to individuals 
involved in the graphics and over all with violent personality traits. Notice The IDEA Factory, and the members of 
presentation of your front page, it's kind that I am riot criticising people's Jazz berry Ram would like to extend 
of artsy, sort of like the 50s. (By the sexuality or minority rights. But it our warmest Thank You's to The Other • 
Press. We especially appreciated the 
effort that Paul Andrew put into 
way, Trent, I agree, Lightning Seeds 
Jollification does sound like Pet Shop 
Boys). However, I would like to criticise 
the violent imagery and symbols used 
in this latest issue of the Other Press 
(pages 8 and 9), as well as in the 
seems ironic that lesbians are promoting 
the very role they ' ve been fighting 
against, Rambo and his high levels of 
testosterone! With regard to the "MOO" 
poster, sure a cowboy hat and a pistol 
look "cool" on pulp, and it may be an 
promotion poster for the theatre excellent play promo, but why choosing 
production named "MOO". The former, a gun image for promoting a play? Why 
not the latter, utilizes the image of a not choosing a sexy cow wearing black 
sultry black female, holding an assault stockings, high heels and a bow whip? 
weapon, she provocatively stands under This would promote some thing else 
the heading "The Lesbians Avengers". other than guns, and the "MOO" play 
I suppose she is assuming the role of a would still be considered the best play 
female Rambo that's gonna do in the wild, rowdy west! 
... something ... perhaps the same very 
thing some males like to do best, Oscar Lardizabal N. 
violence. Yes, I know it is only a recruit 
researching and writing his review of 
Jazzberry Ram, found in the February 
8, 1995 publications of the Other Press. 
Thank you, PauL 
Please feel free to contact us about any 
questions you may have about Jazzberry 
Ram. 
Sincerely, 
Chris Lapierre 
Distribution and Develpment 
The IDEA Factory. 
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uality of British Columbia education to drop 
Mixed student reaction to budget 
by Paul Andrew pact right away, there will be less money post-secondary education system would 
for colleges after the new budget takes be "fundamentally altered by the cuts 
Only time will tell how post-sec- effect. in transfer payments." 
ondary education in BC will be af- "There is a ticking time bomb in The nationwide student survey, 
ected, following the recent release of this budget," Cull said. "That is the re- funded by the federal government was 
the federal budget. duction in transfer payments to British released just days before the budget was 
Columbia for Medicare and post-sec-
ondary education." 
Cull refered to the fact that al-
announced. The survey concluded stu-
dents felt the new budget would "make 
it hard for post-secondary institutions 
There are no significant changes 
to provincial education policy over 
which the provincial government has 
always had complete control. Three 
hundred million 
though there may not be substantial cuts to continue to operate" because of the 
in the upcoming inevitable funding shortfalls. 
is received from 
the federal gov-
ernment in cash 
transfer pay-
ments. The pro-
1 
•• the CFS found that 
students were opposed to 
the government's budget. .. 1 
fiscal year, there The survey also pointed to Cana-
will be signifi- da 's existing access problem caused by 
cant reductions a lack of funding to colleges. This new 
for the years to budget will only compound the prob-
follow. !em. 
vincial govemmnet spends about $1 
billion on post-secondary education 
each year. 
The federal government is placing Douglas College students seemed 
the province in the difficult position of to be at opposite ends of the scale re-
deciding which social program will be 
affected. 
For example, the BC welfare pro-
garding the government 's decision to 
group post-secondary education in with 
the Medicare and welfare programs. 
The significance of the new fed-
eral budget is the government's plans 
to lump post-secondary education 
funding in the same category as fund-
ing for Health and Welfare, which will 
be named the Canada Social Transfer 
(CST). 
gram has been under constant scrutiny It was revealed that overall, stu-
since thousands have been caught cheat- dents at Douglas realized that the gov-
ing the welfare system, while BC Medi- ernment had to make changes some-
where in order to 
When the CST program is fully 
care has also been 
under continuous 
attack. Elizabeth 
implemented, the BC government will Cull's "ticking time 
be responsible for determining which bomb" reference is 
"It's disgusting," Hulme 
said .. "l'm not going to 
university now ... " 
reduce the fed-
eral deficit, even 
if it means post-
secondary edu-
social program will suffer as a result an understatement. 
· of the reduction in transfer payments, In a study con-
which will be reduced by $7 billion ducted by the Canadian Federation of 
over the next two years. Students (CFS), which included stu-
BC Finance Minister Elizabeth dents from Douglas College, the CFS 
~ Cull feels that although cuts in cash 
transfer payments will not have an im-
found that students were opposed to the 
government's budget, and felt Canada's 
cation might be 
affected. 
Berril Perks, who attended the student 
'sit-in' on January 25 in the Douglas 
concourse, thought that the 'wait and 
see' attitude was the best way to go. 
"We'll just have to see what the 
College responds to budget 
More decision making power for department heads 
by Paul Andrew dents and more courses, while using the 
same amount of money they had in the 
Douglas College has been busy past. 
since last May working to make changes The problem is that BC college's 
in the administration that will let them are being asked to do more that the 
~respond to shifts in the college commu- current budget will allow them to do. 
nity, including shrinking operating dol- That will mean that instructors will 
Iars per student. have the same problems they have 
In a move similar to that of the faced in the past; classes filling up to 
Federal government, the college plans quickly; and less time to provide indi-
to give more latitude in decision mak-
~ ing power to some of the departments 
on campus. 
Decisions that were once the re-
sponsibility of the central administra-
tion will now be in the hands of the re-
spective department heads. 
College president Bill Day says 
making changes to meet the challenges 
of the future will ensure educational 
programs and services will remain rel-
evant. 
"We have made the central posi-
~ tions [at the college] fewer, and we'll 
put more decision making power into 
the hands of the departments ... ," the 
president explained. 
The restructuring of the college 
administration is necessary to respond 
to the contemporary political climate, 
and also because the current structure 
is outdated. 
"The current structure was created 
fourteen years ago when the college was 
smaller and social and economic con-
ditions were very different," Bill Day 
said. 
Even though the overall budget for 
post-secondary education may not be 
shrinking, colleges like Douglas are be-
ing asked to accommodate more stu-
vidual attention to students who need 
it. 
The BC government is unwilling 
to provide adequate funding to meet the 
current enrollment levels in post-sec-
ondary education. The Canada Social 
Transfer, which now consists of Health, 
Welfare and Education, may not be able 
to help the province either. Over the 
next two years, these social programs 
will suffer $7 billion in Federal reduc-
tions. 
Brad Barber of the Public Infor-
mation Office here at Douglas, agrees 
there are similarities between the re-
structuring process at Douglas College 
and the Federal government, regarding 
shifts in administration policies. 
"Revolving responsibility down-
wards ... ," is how Barber put it. 
Regarding the fact that the Fed-
eral government has forced the shrink-
ing of dollars per student, Barber ad-
mitted the situation doesn't look good. 
"It's negative for us I think," Bar-
ber said. 
"What we' ve seen is .. . tightening 
provincial budgets . And now the report 
from Paul Martin indicating that there 
will be less money for post-secondary 
education coming from the government 
next year," Barber explained. 
That means what we're likely to 
see down at the college level is .. .less 
government funding per student," he 
added. 
In the meantime, Douglas is go-
ing ahead with all of their plans to build 
the new Pinetree campus in Coquitlam. 
The Federal budget will not affect the 
project. 
Berril Perks 
is one of the 
many 
students at 
Douglas who 
took part in 
the recent 
demonstration 
at the 
Vancouver 
Art Gallery. 
provincial government's reactions are live at home for the rest of my life, so 
at this point," Perks said. I'm thinking about doing a two year 
"Obviously I'm not happy with program here ... as opposed to what I ini-
the cuts," Perks continued. "We'll have tially planned." 
to see how the provincial governments "I was hoping to take the social 
responded ... how universities responded, workers program at UBC. I can't do that 
what the final effects to students are now," Hulme added. 
going to be." If anything can be interpreted from 
Tracy Hulme, a university trans- questioning the students at Douglas 
fer student here at Douglas, has already about the federal budget, it is that the 
made up her mind about the Federal government stillhas a long way to go 
budget. before they have won the confidence of 
"It's disgusting," Hulme said. 
" I'm not going to university 
now." she continued. "I don't want to 
young Canadians in BC. 
"What we've seen is ... 
tightening provincial 
budgets. And now the 
report from Paul Martin 
indicating there will be 
less money for post-
secondary education ... " 
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Staff Meetings 
4:00pm Wednesday 
Room 1020 
Attention D~uglas Students!!! 
Recieve 10% off our already unbeatable value on all food items 
Discount available everyday on all lunch and dinner entrees 
524-9788 
After 4 Years, 
25 Courses and 974. 
Multiple Choice 
Questions, The Last 
Thing_ You Want Is 
Another Number. 
687-5891 
But you may need it. 
You see, it's the number of the CMA. And in today's competitive 
job market, an important number For students considering a 
career in Management Accounting. The CMA takes your 
academic qualifications and hones them with managerial and 
communication skills. Skills you 'II need for the fastest 
growing area of accounting. Forecasts for the 90's show 
opportunities are growing in Management Accounting 
while declining in public accounting and auditing. So put 
your hard earned skills to work. Call this number or send 
this coupon to the CMA. 
CMA 
The "M" Stands For 
Management 
r--------------------------, 
Please send me a copy of the CMA Calendar of Courses 1994-95. 
Name: 
Address: 
City: 
Province: 
Postal Code: 
Certified Management Accountants 
of British Columbia 
P.O. Box 11548 
1575-650 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 4W7 
DC L--------------------------~ 
Budget holds no ··~·····. 
suprises for stud-ents 
. 1 ~ _.; , • .c {: t t1 i" ..J ~ ~ in 9 it 
lntroducmg the new.gqvemrp~r1t. ~I~Vi1I~J~.md 
post-secondary education . nc·~!s~H::r:·).., 
by A.C. Snell 
OTTAWA (CUP)- Graduating now 
seems to be ,the safest thing to, po ip light4 
the recent federal budget. 
There were · no real surprises in Finance 
Minister Paul Martin's budget for jtost. 
secondary education. It was kn9~n ~<>~ )"«;~ 
that federal transfer pay/'Jlc:nt~ t!l; proyjo~~~ 
would be rolled into one large block. 
But now this block of moriey has a 
Caron said this will be the end of an 
hope for nationaL,standafds on pos 
sdcCmd:n.y'ed'uc~ho~-:' T(, ·~• liH ! l 
• • · '
1 "O:i'~fleren'r provlllte? liave·aiffer • 
strakes,".said,PauJ.Mru:tiit,:af:tetJtbe budg 
W¥rffilej!J\I;d .fi~'?- 27)fl ~~ v r; <II • 
. ~rutin said it wjll be Ull to Huma Rcihlirftl't[{~Vet6\:>lhe'ileltfi1.l~(J~ Lloy 
Axwoftfij. "t3 ·sir (l{fwii wiafltbc:!l province 
and work; it,ouJ.'-'~:t: > .. , "· r . 
A member froJJ) the..Hu111an Resourc name; the Canada 
Social Transfer 
(CST). 
-------~-------· ·,:Mini$try said ther 
Q eJ.~~ tu' ·r . ti .ll . will be extensiv 
Under the 
CST, money that 
was transferred 
separately to the 
; U ~:_. ~ I l~n~ ~es-'f'::J consultations wit 
Increase by 62 per cent. . -theprqviqces, whe 
_________ __,_,,..... __ , " i~e~~- , Iik 
. accountability an 
provinces under the Canada Assistance Plan 
(funds for a broad range of social services) 
and the Established Programs Financing 
(funds for post-secondary education and 
health care) will be combined and reduced 
beginning in 1996-97. There will also be 
equalization payments for needier provinces 
if necessary. 
In 1994-95, the federal government 
gave more than $6 billion to the provinces in 
transfer payments earmarked for post-
secondary education. This did not include the 
Canada Student wans Program, which was 
not touched by the budget 
The federal government predicts that more 
than $1.5 billion will be phased out of post-
secondary education due to the reduction in 
transfer payments by the end of 1998. 
Currently, the total combination of 
transfer payments amounts to almost $37 
billion (including about $8 billion in 
equalization payments). By 1998, this total 
amount will be reduced to just under $34 
billion, of which $9.6 billion will be in 
equalization payments. 
Only the amount of money allocated for 
health care will be required to go to its target. 
Therefore, there is no form of accountability 
from the provinces to ensure the money 
earmarked for post-secondary education will 
actually go there. 
Guy Caron, national chairperson of the 
Canadian Federation of Students, said the 
system is already underfunded and if the 
provinces do not react strongly, it will give 
the government "a green light to dump the 
deficit on the provinces." 
an incorrie-contingent' loan system will 
discussed. . 
Fran~ois Rebello, president of th 
Federation etudiante du Quebec, said th 
federal government lacked the courage to cu 
where it should. He said the govemmen 
should have taxed banks instead of cut fro 
post-secondary education. 
In Quebec, Rebello estimated that as 
result of the cuts, tuition fees will increas 
by 62 per cent 
Each province will be affecte 
differently by the transfer cuts to th 
provinces due to the combination of CST an 
equalization payments. 
Ontario gets hit the worst, losing $877 
million in 1996-97. Quebec will Jose $3 
million and British Columbia will lose an 
estimated $282 million. On the other hand, 
Alberta will gain $39 million and 
Newfoundland gets an additional $28 
Haill.i.ou. 
How the provinces delegate the money 
transfers in 1996 will determine the level of 
tuition fees that university institutions will 
set for students. 
Martin said the burden was spre · 
evenly over the provinces and he had "spent 
a lot of time making sure no segment o 
society was singled out" 
In his budget speech, Martin said 
the federal government is committed to a 
co-operative approach with the provinces. 
And the idea behind the CST was the nee<J.. 
"for a better-functioning system of 
transfers. But equally, we need a system 
that can be financially sustained.'' 
Competition may mean more-
students cheating 
School and financial pressures erode student honor 
by Gavin Adamson 
WINNIPEG (CUP) - Competitive 
pressure in tough economic times may be a 
factor leading students to cheat, suggested 
Phyllis McAlpine, chairperson of the 
University of Manitoba's disciplinary 
committee. 
"In my experiences some 
students may be supported 
financially by their parents 
and are feeling the 
pressure from them ... " 
McAlpine said that although some students 
are not "disposed" to cheating, others may 
be pushed over the brink of academic 
integrity by economic pressures. 
"For cheating to occur there have to be 
three things . There has to be pressure, 
opportunity and the [student's] 
rationalization," said McAlpine. "As things 
get a little tougher economically, more peoplt; 
will take more chances." 
U of M student union vice-president Scott 
Mcfadyen said that in his experience as a 
student advocate, students caught cheating 
are not necessarily economically 
disadvantaged. 
"In my experiences some students m~ 
be supported financially by their parents and\ 
are feeling the pressure from them," sai~ 
McFadyen. 
McFadyen did not want to rule out the 
economy as a factor, however. He said 
competition to get into fewer university 
openings per capita could be a factor. 
"I think in the past few years, schoots 
have become more competitive. It's more 
difficult to get into graduate schools, and the 
environment in which we study is more 
competitive," he said. 
McFadyen also said that economic 
hardship is not an issue that is considered 
when disciplinary action is administered. 
Discipline for a student caught cheating can 
vary greatly. Students can be barred from 
classes, expelled permanently from their 
faculty, or expelled from the university for a 
number of years. 
·--~-------------------------------------
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VRD wallows in toxic soup again this year 
C's tenth environment non-compliance list released 
Laura Pottie can inhibit the growth of various 
aquatic organi_sms which increases 
For the ninth time, the GVRD finds itself on 
Si_gnificant Non-Compliance Evaluation of 
.- Man.age.ment Permits, Approvals, Orders 
the possibilitY, of fish deaths through 
suffocation or starvation. 
The second stage of the pr~v­
ince's liquid waste management plan 
calls for upgrading· both Annacis 
and Lulu Island'-s facflities ·to · what 
is termed "Secondary .Treatment." 
. R~gu,latiqns. . · · : . . · 
• • . • l ~ .. . 
's Ministry of Environment pub-
the list semi-annually, with 
intention of embtlrrass.ing corpo-
who are not meeting envi-
l onmental regulations standards into 
. ...... 1!, ... 11 their p(actices. Some of 
This will remove mo~e. bvt not ~11. 
age treatment facilities have shown 
of the toxins from the sludge and 
up on the list for the ninth and sev-
effluent. 
enth times respectively. Annacis Is- Th G D 
. . . · e VR has requested an ex-
land exceeded perm1t hm1ts for ef- . . . . . 
fl . . . f . . tens1on ·to the December 31,1997 uent tOXICity SIX OUt 0 SIX Urnes . . , • 
t t d . & f . · . completmn date ordered by the Min-es e ; non, .our out o s1x Urnes; 
Ms. Greenjeans Says: 
, Got a clogg~ drain? N~ problem! Pour 2 table-
spoons cit baking soda into the drain, then add 2 
tab.lespooris of vinegar. Plug the drain to keep the 
·toam -.i~;· waij ·a minute; then pour in ·a kettle of hot 
,. \vat~r: R~peatthis twice. If ifs still clogged, use a 
toilet plunger to loosen up the last little bit. Worked 
for mef 
5 
oil and grease, three out of six times 
and biochemical oxygen demand 
ister of Environnient. The upgrad-
ing plan is estimated to cost . ap-
proximately (BOD), 90 per-
Lui lsi d ,$600 million, 
types Qf chemicals entering the system, 
~hicb l,eads us to th~ second part of the 
·problem. Every day we pour toxic sub-
carry theml ask the manger why and tell · 
him/her you would buy such products 
if they were carried. 
cent of the report u an exceeded stances down our drains and it's .not 
· d L 1 I •t li •ts • BOD fi and will still goi·ng t'nto the great blue yonder, t't's peno . u u s- permi mi m or of a number of ways; for more infor-
• · · h d 1 d d d leave the ef- got'ng t'nto the Fraser Rt'_ver:. s emtsstons ave grante an excee e 34 percent of the reporting mation on any type of recycling, you 
a spot on the list four times, permit limits in fluents in ex- Dishwashing detergent, left-over can call the REC-YCLE hotline. 
bile Lafarge Canada's cement BOD for 34 per- period. cess of gov- paint,Dr:ano,shampoos,laundrydeter- The best way to determine if 
ernment lim-
cent of the re- gent, tampons and condoms, can con- something should go down your drain 
oxide emissions, (a cause of porting period. its. tain substances which are extremely is to look at the label. Will it kill you if 
1 · ) f h What are we supposed to do harmful to our waters. There are alter-a warmmg o ten enoug to Biochemical Oxygen Demand you drink it? If it will, then chances are, 
them a three time offender. is the amount of oxygen removed with this information? Well, efflu- natives however. Many stores now carry it will kill something else too. 
In the Greater Vancouver Sew- from the water (in this, case the ent toxicity is a two part problem. vegetable-based detergents and clean-
First, the methods currently · d f 11 h' h d 
and Drainage District, the Fraser River) by a chemical or or- mg pro ucts o a types w JC o not 
.-.'"'"'"''·s Island and Lulu Island sew- ganic substance introduced. BOD used for treating sewage are inad- pollute when they go down the drain. 
equate to handle the volume and If the store you like to shop at doesn't 
Paint can be recycled in any one 
fisheries in jeopardy after budget cuts to ministry 
Enviro - writers 
Needed! 
one of BC's largest industries 
"There are a lot of good people Bud Graham, director of the take action on the [study's] concerns." 
whoareworkingfortheDFOwhowant DFO's Fisheries Management, ac- The fishing industry is one of 
WA (CUP)_ The Pacific fish- to do a good job, but have their hands know ledges that tough times lie ahead B.C.'s largest industries and employs 
tied from limited resources ," says for Pacific fisheries, but remains posi- 15,000 people. 
The Other Press is opening an 
environmental journalism and 
opionions section, and is cur-
rently seeking submissions on 
environmental topics. 
to a study released in February by Catherine Steward, fisheries and oceans 
"The department of 
fisheries IS in internal 
chaos ... " 
Greenpeace's Stewart says there is 
still time to save the industry, but dras-
tic measures have to be taken now. David Suzuki Foundation. 
campaigner for Green peace. 
''The Pacific fishery will go the Former MP Jim Fulton, and execu-
way as Canada's Atlantic fishery tive director of the foundation, says, 
sweeping changes are made to "The department of fisheries is in in-
.... ,h,.,,,.~· management and harvesting temal chaos. Many of the decisions are tive. 
"The only solution is having all the 
parties working together for a common 
solution," he says. 
Please submit any material to 
The Other Press, room 1 020, 
ATIN: Niki or Laura. Thank 
You! 
IJle:tho,ds," says Carl Walters, fisheries 
are in serious decline and 
destruction threatens freshwa-
fisheries production across the prov-
states the environment group's 
Another serious problem accord-
to the study is that gene pools of 
.C.'s fish stocks are shrinking, result-
lose their genetic variation, they 
•hP·rn~nP more vulnerable to environ-
changes. 
Compounding the problem are 
programs that produce vast 
l ntlmt>ers of genetically similar fish. 
And the news just got worse. The 
Jep>artmeJrll of Fisheries and Oceans 
- responsible for conserving 
and protecting the fishery resource base 
- will lose $211 million worth of 
spending over the next three years due 
to the federal budget plan. 
The current cuts do not sit well 
with environment groups, who feel that 
the department is already under-staffed 
and under-resourced. They say this will 
accelerate the Pacific fishery's demise. 
made in Ottawa by people who don't "There are no simple solutions," The report is the first in a series of 
three that will be published by the know anything about the situation over Graham says. "The department has 
here." taken action and is going to continue to Suzuki foundation. 
Why work for peanuts 
when you can sell them? 
Starting your own business is one way to guarantee yourself a job this summer. 
If you're a full-time student returning to school this fall and legally entitled to work in Canada, the Student Business Loans 
Program, the government of Canada's summer employment program for students, is offering loans of up to $3,000 to help 
you start a business. 
Details are available at any branch of the Federal Business Development Bank, Canada Employment Centres, Canada 
Employment Centres for Students, any branch of the Royal Bank of Canada or the National Bank of Canada. 
just come to us with your idea, and we'll see what we can do about putting you to work for someone you really like. You. 
••• 
Human Resources 
Devektpment canada 
o•v•loppement des 
ressources humaines Canada 
Call toll-free: 1 800 361-2126. 
.......... --. ~
deO.W.~"'ent 
Canada 
.. 
NATIONAL BANQUE 
BANK NATIONALE 
~ ROYALBANK 
'e1 BANOUE ROYALE 
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TAE•KWON•DO 
Martial Arts & Fitness 
• Self Defense 
• Kick Boxing 
• Power Training 
• Physical Education 
and much, much more 
I GROUP CLASS SCHEDULE I 
Monday 
Wednesday 
Saturday 
5:30pm 
5:30pm 
11:30 am 
Chief Instructor 
Gervais Beaupre 
3rd Degree Black Belt 
with 24 years of experience 
World Tae-Kwon-Do 
Federation 
• Please register 15 min. 
before class 
• drop in tees available 
Location 
Edmonds Community Centre 
7282 Kingsway, Burnaby 
(Enter from Edmonds Street) 
Information OR Registration 
can Gervais: 522·1822 
My work Is focused towards teaching ethical and moral 
philosophies that will help children and adults to feel good 
about themselves and to become a better person. A pro-
gram of exercises were designed by Gervais throughout 
many years of research to help people to build up self-
esteem, to Increase their confidence, to improve their 
energy levels and practice a polite, respectful attitude 
. towards all people. 
8 9 -, ,CARNARVON ST-
"' otP~K. i=rorn DOUGlAS COLLEGE 
~~he..r-e..! 
Bring a lunch, plant a tree 
Urban environment workshop helps 
people start community nature projects 
Urban green spaces are beginning to be Nature in Their Communities and is aimed at c 
recognized as crucial to the health of urban munity and environmental groups, educat 
communities. They help filter air and water, naturalists, landscape architects and ur 
moderate temperature, create recreational and planners. 
educational spaces and provide habitat for birds A variety of environmental speakers 
and other wildlife. topics at the workshop will stimul 
A one-day workshop organized by the 
Evergreen Foundation will be held at Douglas 
College on Saturday, March II to discuss current 
urban naturalization issues and help people start 
their own projects. The workshop is called 
Reconnecting 
People 
With 
communication and ideas on bringing nature b 
to our parks and green spaces, creating a 
maintaining green spaces, community outre 
and ways to include nature in our urban liv 
Participants will learn how to establis 
community naturalization project, find out ab 
important community projects in the Lo 
Mainland and how to access resource materi 
Participants should bring a mug and outd 
wear. Lunch is provided. The fee is 
or $10 for students and low-inca 
I 
.... 
131G SLICE 1='1ZZA 
r 
I>OUGLA'5 
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I 
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5ubmit your cartoons to the 
Other Press, room 10:20, 
Doug\as Co\\ege,etc.etc. 
YoLi won't get, \ike, famous, 
or nothin'. Youj ust might get 
'em printed, and make 
someone \a ugh. Or, heaven 
forbid, you might make 'em 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ think!(NAH .. J 
e 
they will be grouping He 
Transfer. In our second pho 
era OY: 
lfare and Education into one program .. 
poll of the year, The Other Press asked stu< 
Sure ... if it Wi[[ 
protestin stop a[[ t/ie 
a ... at feast 
e'Ver6oay sat~a, rna~ 
J 
Ray~ 
The) 
Plai 
oth 
Itt 
th 
~ 
Norma Mcd 
1 think we s~otJ 
with [educat1onJ 
separate issue, 
has nothing to d 
and welfare. I de 
it will get the attE 
deserves. 
n men t has announced 
at program will be called the Canada Social 
ts at Douglas what they think. 
By PBul iiurl.r-B~Y Pl1ow~ ru1rl C.rBp111t D£~1gl1 by Z£-Bbv 
st~S:'s edbeUcatlon 
. , tter than 
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•••• <:erkv and beans? Juice Pigs to let it loose in Vancouver 
by Jason Kurylo words could approximate the genius of into Vancouver for a Marcp 18 show at 
For quite some time, I've been Toronto's Corky and the Juice Pigs. the Gastown Music Hall. Put those 
trying to force-feed my friends an album First of all, they're Canadian. Sec- quadrants together, and what have you 
of biblical brilliance. Full of superb ond of all, they're a fucking scream. got? Why, Ernest Borgnine, of course. 
harmonies, brain-stopping wit, and out Third of all, they're actually talented. As the adjacent reviews will attest, 
and out stupidity, it is truly one of the Fourth of all, they're bringing their gui- Corky is prone to violently funny 
seven signs of the apocalypse. I cannot tars, their sunny dispositions, and the attacks on pop cultUre. Their live shows, 
stress enough how much I wish my material from their new album Pants especially their appearances at the 
DANCE NIGHT!! 
Starring 
RUMPLESTEELSKIN 
The Rattled Roosters and 
PQZ -3 -TIV featuring Jackie Brown 
FRIDAY • MARCH 10 
Edinburgh's Festival Fringe in the good 
ol' UK, are legendary. 
Their barrages come in many 
shapes and sizes. They're sketches on 
dyslexic game show announcers ; 
they're harmony-laced ballads about the 
loneliness of homosexual Eskimos. 
From Gary Coleman to Suzanne Vega, 
from Earl the Incredible Squirrel to the 
daughter of the beast, no one is sacred. 
I recently had the chance to speak 
with Greg Neale, who happens to be 
one-third of Corky. (No, he's not 
comprised of one-third Corky, he 
comprises one third of Corky.) 
Unfortunately, I also happened to have 
a midterm right beforehand. This left 
me with the brain capacity of a small 
bag of pebbles and the eloquence of 
ferret dung. Thus, I not only made a 
complete fool of myself, but also 
Corky and the Juice Pigs ham it up. (Oh come on. don't tell me 
you didn't see that joke coming). They'll be at the Gastown Music 
Hall on March 18. and admission for the show is just five dollars., 
Which is brilliant, by the way... like John Travolta. Although I didn't 
Thanks. Yeah ,' that was all likePulpFictionmuch. Imean,Iwasn'1 
improvised, off the tops of our heads. all that impressed. It was vintage 
managed to ask some of the lamest How did you start with the Fringe Travolta; it was stuff I've seen before, 
you know? 
Maceo Parker 
& His 6 Piece Funk All Stars 
WITHSPECIALGUESTSTHE DAVID MURRAY TRIO 
suNDAy • MARcH 1 2 DOORS 7:00PM • SHOWTIME 1:00PM 
FLESH AN EXOTIC/EROTIC VOYEUR'S BALL FEATURING 
The Torture King (Seattle) • Bitch Diva (Toronto) 
Istvan Noumenon (Montreal) •Griselda (San Francisco) 
Lick The Pole (Vancouver) 
INTERACTIVE FESTIVAL OF SUBCULTURE 
A FETISH FASHION SHOW • 's & MUCH MOREl! 
s 
questions since the beginning of Festival thing? 
journalism. (Hey, at least I have a reason 
for being lame .... What's Terry 
Ralph's show was a 
acts like ours; it gave us a 
out there. I don't think they 
Ralph the chance to get going, to 
what he wanted to do. It was really 
unfortunate that CBC just cut him. 
A few people around the office go 
I'd like to see him do something 
that's a little more challenging, 
something a little bit of a stretch. Yeah, 
like Roy Scheider's role in Jaws. They 
should refilm Jaws with Travolta. You 
know, I think he ' d make a gre~ 
Amityville Inspector. 
Allright, Greg, well, thanks a lot, 
nd good luck on the tour. 
Thanks. 
That's it. Of course, as soon as I 
the phone down, I thought of all 
kinds of neat things to ask him. Like, 
"Where in San Bernadino did you ge-1 
the idea for Pandas, quite possible the 
most writhingly brilliant commentary 
on the overzealous political correctness 
movement?" Or, "What the heck is with 
ing permission, or something. those pants on the pumpkin i'l 
Exactly. Well, then we went off to REMember?" Or even, "What's stJ 
silly-stupid when you ask them how Edinburgh, and that's pretty much damned funny about Kate Capshaw? 
much they like your first disc. What can where we started to get recognized, She was, after all, in an Indiana Jones 
Corky fans expect from the new album? internationally anyway. movie ... " 
Well, it's more musical, first of all. 
But it's just as stupid and silly. There's 
less of the spoken word thing. We had 
a bit of a problem in that radio stations 
Okay, now for the tough stuff: 
Which is your favourite Muppet, and 
why? 
[laughs] Oh ... God! Oh, boy ... 
Oh well, I didn't. In fact, I 
downright missed the boat. But none of 
that mars the beautiful fact that 1 
completely Canadian, completely 
were hesitant to pick us up; they hear urn ... I'd have to say Oscar. Oscar the interesting, completely clever band is 
spoken words on it, and right away, it's, 
"Whoa, it's a comedy record." They 
wouldn't play it. 
There's still a lot of improv on the 
Grouch, 'cos he doesn't care what he coming to town, and you shouldn't miss 
says or who he offends. Kind of like 'em. So don't. 
us.. . Th-th-that's all folks . See ya there. 
What do you think of the resur- c 
new album. We improvise a lot in the gence of John Travolta'sfi.lm career? 
studio, like the REM thing... Nothing I haven' t seen before; I 
Corky and the Juice Pigs 
Pants 
Okay. I'm sure by now you've 
got the idea. I think these guys are 
absolutely hilarious, and ain't afraid 
to use fucking expletives to say so. 
So, when the new Corky and the 
Juice Pigs album walked through the 
door. I was predis~ed to drooling 
and blushing and otherwise approximat- ting tons of MuchMusic airplay. It 
ing sexual excitement. In fact, this al- makes you think twice about that four-
bum is so abso-fucking-brilliant in its teen-disc strong REM collection, and , 
social satire, bang-on band spoofs, and you' ll never look at that Losing My . 
just plain stupidity, it may be in danger Religion video quite the same again. 
of selling lots of copies. I won' t go on to list every single 
The parts of Pants are as diverse track, although I could. Dolphin Boy 
as they are polyester. The disc opens is an instant classic, and be sure to 
with a rap/dance/hip hop kinda thing check out the hidden track at the end • 
about... pants. Perfect in its parody, and of the album. One thing's for sure, 
ironically danceable in itself, it contains Pants goes out with a bang - of sorts. 
lines like, "Come on everybody now If you don't buy this album, or 
touch my pants/ Come on everybody at least go to their show when they 
now lick my ... pants." Janitor is a scath- bring their porcine selves to town, 
ing Neil Young spoof, taking off on an you're missing out. These pigs ain't . 
uncanny three-way falsetto Neilesque no couch potatoes. 
tangent about a high school sanitary End quote: "My baby got rabies/ 
engineer with a tendency to "wax the and we're gonna hafta.shoot her out 
gym floor" with things other than store- behind the shed." Fucking brilliant. 
bought wax. Jason Kurylo 
REMember is the. current ~g.et-
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I he Other 
Horoscope fM 
Scorpio (Q::t23- Nov 21): You 'Will ca1re great damage toy<l.lf 
rn;e by~ wtJik ~your teeth tOOay. fu1unately the 
damageicijust~,mywsl:wldkxicaOOutrmnalbyOn:ist­
mas. 
Sagittariu.9{Nov22 -ll!c 21 ): You 'Willauiveat~l tOOaywear-
jngtdlingbutyourUllb:wear.Thinkingthatyruarejustdreaming, 
yru cootinue with your c~ as rmna1, n:nrll. to the arntm:nent 
ciyour~ 
Olpricom~22-Jan19):It'sa11yourfuult. YwrlOOJ:uW3l'Il"Xl 
you aboot 1bis, bi yru were too ln\y with your own life to pt)r 
~~asywstareatyoorw.itxbwintotrelc:r:dy 
evening~~ tbatyoomwhavemt\ltutt\arxloo~canrelpyou. 
utevm.yoocdf. ' 
~(Jan~-Rb18):Ywr~basl:ml~dw 
tQ~ 
7ll1ltus (Ap."W-May~): Watrh wtti sbarpoQiect&. You Will 
meet.~ significant ah:ycf your dreams sewing up your finger in 
the~wmd Od8-1han that, evaything is tim, arxlevay~ 
<D.} loves you. 
~(May21-Jtre22):Thatrestaurantyouwenttorecentlywas 
cb'ed<bwn ~oftrecockrc.xdl infestation, butOOn.'twcny. 
Thathas tdUng tooo with thato:aw1ingfeelingin your 001ly. 
<:l7ncw(June 23- July 22): ful~tyruevergetpu:ancid? Being a 
Cancer and all that l.trJean, aren'tyrurushing to the hospital every 
weektochrl<:oot1hatsuspicioushnnpoo y<llfgenimls?I wouldre 
ifiwasyou. 
Leo (July 23 -Aug 22): You will trip over a crock in the si.clewa1k 
stub1lng your lefti:t'xrx tre but as you stoop in !En you discover a 
twenty OOl1ar l:i1l tockedin the grate of a drain sewer. life's 1ike that 
~ain'tit? 
ligo (Aug23-Se{X22): 'Ikreis a small ploceinsiooofyou where 
no~willeverreab1etorean ThatsiOOofyouthattmm:owwill 
C<JLreyou topick:upaba:ksaw, alXlOOginclq:ping theheOOsoffof 
pnidngnrters. 
libra (Sept 23 - Ckt 22): If you don't stqJ that, you really will go 
b1itrl 
The Other Press 
Arthur Ellis: a band, an act, a lifestyle. 
Yes, there is a goat skull on stage- but it's not sexual. .. honest! 
by Tammy Coombes 
Where did they get this name? 
Who the hell is Arthur Ellis? I wanted 
to know, so I asked them in a live 
interview ... Trevor is dead Trevor is 
dead ... oops! 
The name Arthur Ellis comes from 
a poem drummer Brian Trepanier 
wrote while in high school. The poem 
was about Canada's head executioner. 
Canadians never found out his real 
identity because he used a pseudonym 
- Arthur Ellis. 
The music is influenced by, and 
sounds like a mixture of Rush, Devo, 
Deep Purple and more! They tend to 
be diverse in style from song to song. 
Listen for songs like: Hashish 
Withdrawal ; Hidden Symmetry (I am 
the grey, I am the shade between black 
and white ... ); Massa Perditionis (Bathe 
our bodies in the earth and drink the 
oceans clean/ Each in a dilemma of 
choice ... ); and one they will perform for backbone, bassist Brendan Rideout is 
the first time at Richards on Richards the skeleton, Shannon is the blood, 
_Lizard (dessert or lounge?) former guitarist Trevor was the skin, 
The Arthur Ellis show is a mixture and keyboardist Peter "fish" Visera is 
of music and performance art. Shannon the squishy stuff {innards). 
else they feel like writing about at the 
time. Usually their songs aren't overly 
deep, with the theme of goats coming 
out often. 
Hallett, vocals 'n' stuff, contributes With five costume changes on 
average (not including various acting talent, a great voice and a sense 
of mysticism while on stage. She has 
been known to wear lots of leather, 
swing an axe, and she was once asked 
costumes the other members show up 
in), Shannon creates a story telling 
Arthur Ellis will be ajart ofMusic 
West this year and they are playing at 
Richards on Richards .March 14th. 
Don't miss this band-
atmosphere. · 
if she was a man or a woman ... Hmmm. The meaning behind their work is 
Comparing the band to the human loosely described as a mixture of their equipment to the . 
body, they said that Brian is the politics, blue collar woes and anything hill.) Another date is 
The Blue Angel 
Marlene Dietrich plays Lola Lola, the tor-hatted, 
black-stockinged. bare-thighed, sultry cabaret 
singer with the husky voice. a persona that still 
endures. A classic of early sound cinema. Curtain 
7:30p.m. 
Sorry. no admittance to those under 18 years of age. 
The Life & Times Mar 14 
of Allen Ginsberg 
An informative. thought-provoking and thoroughly 
entertaining look at five decades of Ginsberg and his 
many personae; the Beat poet. the anti -Vietnam war 
pacifist. the Buddhist, the teacher. Curtain 7:30 ~. m . 
Sorry. no admittance to those under 18 years of age. 
Valentine's Day 
Mike Holbloom·s debut feature offers the intensity, 
sorrow. hysteria, and revelations-of-the-self of 
contemporary issues: love. war. AIDS. Stellar 
performances from Babz Chula and Gabrielle Rose. 
Curtain 7:30p.m. 
Sorry. no admittance to those under 18 years of age. 
Fat Chance Apr12 
The funny and sensitive journey of Winnipegger Rick 
Zokowich. a 400-pound 40-year-old. who st arted on 
a diet to lose half his body weight but found his own 
persona instead. Curtain 7:30p.m. 
Sorry. no admittance to t hose under 18 years of age. 
Persona 
We end with the title film for the series, lngmar 
Bergman's classic rumination on the illusory nature 
of human personality and our roles in life and in 
relationships. Starring Liv Ullman and Bibi Andersson .. 
Curtain 7:30p.m. 
Sorry. no admittance to those under 18 years of age. 
that they 
The Other Press 
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Love Them Bradys! 
The OP sent a group (one could say a bunch) of people to see the new Brady Bunch Movie. 
Here's a story of a lovely family. 
Three daughters, three sons, two par-
ents, and a ~aid sounds alien for Los 
Angeles in 1995: The Brady Bunch still 
lives in the 70's, yet is set in the 90's. 
In the midst of grunge music, plaid 
shirts, higher crime, and more boister-
ous teens, the Brady' s continued their 
picture appearance is Jennifer Elise 
Cox as Jan. Jean Smart (Charlene, 
Designing Women) fulfills the role of 
an alcoholic Mrs. Ditmeyer while oth_er 
appearances include cameos by the 
original Carol, Alice, Greg, and Peter, 
Every detail of the house was ex-
act. even down to the chalkboard in the 
kitchen with "Pork. chop~ and apple , : 
sauce" written on it. With parts of the 
movie filmed on the original soundstage 
in Paramount Pictures, it was easy to 
lure-the audience.intothe realm of..the 
Brady's life again. 
Of course, Marcia still worries 
about which boy to date and Peter still 
struggles with puberty. The sick sense 
of humour of the writers twisted Jan's 
Holly "Greg" Keyes 
The ultimate cheese! The Bradys 
are back and spreading their sunshine 
everywhere. The sappy, happy-go-
lucky, everything is peaches and 
cream, always a good ending and a 
moral lesson family comes at you for 
two· hours of 70's charm (well, more 
like naivete) in a 90's world. 
positive living, as sickening as it may personality around to make her hear · I liked this movie. I haven't seen 
be in modem times. voices in her head - an appropriate a rerun of the Bunch for years and the 
Millions of people watched the 90's twist! Christmas specials just don't cut it. 
original series which aired from 1969 Audiences laugh the whole way This movie included a great fea-
to 1974 and continued with reruns through, but they laugh with the ture - the original cast had cameos 
thereafter. Sherwood Schwartz, the Bradys, not at them. This movie will throughout. You never knew who 
original producer, is fittingly the certainly be recorded as a great would show up. Davy Jones and some 
producer for this film as well. adaptation of a TV series, at the very other guys from one of those 70's 
Commemorative performance by least. To use movie critic lingo, it's a cheery bands also had a small role. 
Shelley Long (Diane, Cheers) makes must-see! Really! This is probably a movie I would 
the role of Carol suiting for either dec-
ade. Opposite Long is Gary Cole as 
the advising father, Mike. 
The cast of the kids includes 
Christine Taylor as a spitting image of 
Marcia, Olivia Hack (Cindy), 
Christopher Daniel Barnes (Gerg), 
Paul Sutera (Peter), Jesse Lee 
(Bobby), and making her debut motion 
rent when it comes out on video, 
mainly because I've already seen it on 
the big screen, but mostly because it 
would make an interesting party con-
versation piece. The Brady Bunch is 
definitely better than The Beverly Hill-
billies and the Coneheads, remakes 
that seemed so popular last year. 
On a final note, don't listen to 
those voices in your head that says 
"Marcia, Marcia, Marcia" It will only 
get you into trouble and may lead you 
to make bad decisions about curley 
wigs! 
Trent-" Jan" Ernst 
Wow. 
Wow. 
'lie me down and call me a pea-
nut. I am impr~sed. · " • · · • 
'This is a funky little movie. 
No. Really. It is. -l'mnotjust say-
ing that: 
The attention to detail is· mind-
blowing. 
You wanna know the scariest thing 
about this movie? After an hour the in-
congruities began to slip. The inherent 
. 'silliness' of the device began to fade, 
and I began to accept The Bradys at face 
value. There was nothing out of place 
with the bell bottom polyester parits. 
There was nothing out of place with 
their house. I began to slip out of this 
reality and began to accept the Brady's 
reality as the 'norm.' 
But that's just me. 
-Trent 
Jason "Bobby" Kurylo 
Hey there groovy c.hic.k .... let's 
go see that crazy far ollt 
Brady Bllnc.h fUc.k. It's real real 
groovy. In a real far ol.lt way. 
-Jason 
Alfred "Peter"·Limburgh 
The Brady Bunch Soun·dtrack 
Various Artists 
-Milan Production 
Like the movie that spawned it. the 
Brady Bunch Soundtrack juxtaposes 
the 70's and the 90's to great effect. 
There are three types of songs here 
-. the 70's spngs,. repr~sented by the 
original Venus by Shocking Blue and 
It's A Sunshine Day by the Original 
Brady Bunch Kids. The 90's songs, 
represented by Dada's I'm Feeling 
Nothing and Supermodel by cross 
dresser supreme, Rupaul 
The third type of song, and the 
most symbolic of the spirit of the movie 
is the songs that incorporate elements 
of both. Consider the original theme, 
done grunge style (presumably by the 
Paramount studio musicians), or the 
hilarious Girl, by the Monkees' Davy 
Jones. A cross between a sappy 70's 
love ballad and a tacky 90's power-bal-
lad, the result is suprisingly good. 
But the true gem of the soundtrack 
is the original theme, and for that alone 
this soundtrack is worth it. 58 seconds 
of pure, unadulterated cheese. 
The Brady Bunch Soundtrack is a 
nice piece of work. Imagine a G-rated 
Quentin Tarantino soundtrack, replete 
with brief clips of dialogue scattered 
throughout. And, hey, if that's not 
enough for you, the insert unfolds into 
an actual Brady Bunch movie poster. 
What more could you want? 
-Alfred 
makers, a team of hand-picked propa- hypnotize the viewer and indoctrinate 
gandists were sent out by these chemi- them in the philosophies of Dow and 
cal corporate giants to document the DuPont. 
Monday - 111ursday- 11 AM-6PM 
* Buy 1 Daily Lunch Special & 1 Hour 
Pool for $10.00 
TUesdayS 11 AM-6PM 
* All you can play pool $10.00per person 
CNot Vlllklwlll'l 8IIY Oilier promodon) 
·········~~·::~~~~-~:::ive········ 
BOARDWALK BILLIARDS 
Cwlell COIIPML ........ Apttl30/1t5) 
GS/312 78Z COlumbia St. • 527-8819 
success of their diabolical agenda. Worse yet, the efforts of the Denim 
The result of this so called "study" is Foundation fail miserably. Agents 
the Brady Bunch Movie, an entertaining 
and funny, yet disturbing look at how 
the world of the 90s is being invaded 
by these automatons of "disco" culture. 
The early days of what is known 
as "Operation Brady" do not go well. 
Matthew "Marcia" Subotnik Agents of the San Francisco based 
Denim Foundation, posing as real estate 
If there were no Levi 501 's, no developers seek to protect the 
posing as a high school students try to 
subvert the elder female youth. One 
male agent and one female try and 
seduce the creature, to no avail. What's 
worse, the elder female youth recruits 
from the older females in her 
community. 
This film must be watched in order 
to understand and learn how to resist 
Calvin Kleins, no Guess Jeans, only bell community by evacuating the this threat to life as we know it! Make 
bottoms, paisley and those glorious population from the vicinity of the sure your hair is properly moussed, that 
platform shoes you would get the in- Brady headquarters, a brown and green you are looking tres-chic and that you 
sidious textiles to come from DuPont astro-turf !awned den of iniquity in what have in your hands a copy of Genera· 
and the Dow corporation. would otherwise be a nice, suburban 
They have an agenda. They have neighborhood. 
created a machine to take people from 
the past and place them in the present 
to revitalize their pl as tic pants 
marketing scheme. 
Their plan is underway. In the 70s, 
they had frozen in cryogenics their first 
test family, the Bradys. Three 
genetically engineered boys with brown 
hair and brown eyes, identical to their 
gene-spliced father and three geneti-
cally engineered girls, with hair of gold, 
like their mother, to further their evil 
plan to dominate the world. 
These clones have been thawed 
and inserted into a mainstream commu-
nity somewhere in North America. 
Poorly briefed prior to insertion, 
the male and female Brady leaders find 
themselves unable to acquire enough 
funding to maintain their operations. 
Fully indoctrinated by their handlers, 
they do, however, sally forth with un-
wavering conviction in their dream to 
make the world exactly like them. 
The younger Brady clones are 
equally ill-briefed, (the elder male youth 
constanlly using the phrase, "Hey there 
groovy chick," as a greeting) but they 
too move unwaveringly in their mission 
to transform the world into a polyester 
planet. 
The film reeks of propaganda, with 
Posing as mass commercial film- songs and dancing carefully crafted to 
tion X to protect you from the mind 
controlling subliminal messages with 
which this piece of cellulose is laden 
with. They will try to disarm you by 
making you laugh, but you must resist. 
The very fabric of society is at 
stake. 
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Foreign 
badminton team 
gives good 
competition 
by Ken Spittel 
On Tues. Feb. 7th Douglas College 
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Bronze Jason Kittler 
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Lana Lim 
Sliver Carol MacKenzie 
KimReylwld 
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Tosca Lukes 
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Caribo.;b ey, 
~ 41iw ;1 
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Douglas 
Langara 
Douglas 
Malaspina 
£. 
·.itt 
Langara 
Malaspina 
Douglas 
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Women Rugby Shutout Burnaby 
By Tamera McKinnon 
Ginther, Fletcher, Pamela Hadikan 
and Tamera McKinnon , and a 
convertmade by McCallum. Thanks 
The women's rugby team at goes to coach Diver Dave, who made it 
Douglas has been doing very well this to the game okay despite the Rookie 
season. Last season they won all 5 Night festivities of the night before. 
games in their interlock play-offs , Mike Collins was sadly missed as he 
including wins against Simon Fraser had to coach the men's game against 
University, Incognitos, Burnaby, and Western Washington. 
the University of Victoria. If they can win with 8 players, 
They are now third in the league, 
pending an important game against 
University of British Columbia on 
Sunday Feb. 19. 
Last weekend they pla~ed a rather 
amusing game against Burnaby. They 
started .out with ten experiencep players 
(you need 15 to play), and scor~q a 
quick try within the first five minutes 
thanks to Jen Fletcher setting the tone 
for the rest of the game. 
Burnaby never actually started 
with the full 15 players and after one 
injury were down to 12. 
Douglas had two injuries, which 
brought thier grand total after half-time 
to 8 players. 
Kelly McCallum, their stand-off, 
looked so lonely by herself lining up 
against Burnaby's 6 backs. McCallum 
saved the game with her awesome 
kicking that kept Burnaby running the 
whole game. 
The final score was 27-0 with J en 
imagine what they could do with a 
whole team!! All games are on Sundays, 
with practic!;! s ,at Queens Park on 
Wednesdays at 8pm. Next game is home 
at Qu,een 's Park on February 19, against 
UBC with a 12 o' clock..ldck off. 
.. , .. 
DOtJGLAS, · 
COLLEGE 
WOMEN'S RUGBY 
Eagerly searchin~ fur 
new players!"Any ability, no 
experience necessary. 
Practices on Wednesdays, 
with game~ on Sundays. If 
Y_OU wanl;~9~:hav~ a, g~~d 
t1me, ctn<I 0 don t tml}d 
getting a little dirty playing 
a competitive sport7 
contact: Tamera @ 
~§9-67lg / ; Pam @ 
;::25~3236 * ..... " .... ;:1 ~ ;, "" '$::-1. 
Badminton Team got a visit from the r------------------------------------------'----------
far East, The Taipei Natio nal 
Badminton Team. 
"We met them li>n the last trip we 
made to Asia," stated coach Peter 
Chen., " So we invited them to stop by." 
Despite how relaxed tne 
atmosphere looked, the coaches were 
putting there best on the line to see how 
they would hold up. It seemed just the 
fact that the team was from Asia, 
instilled intimidation. The coach of the 
BCIT team and is best player came to 
give it there best shot. 
" They are really good! " said 
,the player from BCIT. " I was surprised 
that I only lost 15/8 and 15/8." 
Scores 
BCCAA Provtncal Championships 
Feb.24 Douglas 3 vs CNC 0 
(Quatter.rmats) 
Feb.25 Douglas 3 vs OUC 
(Senri~finals) 
Feb.26 Douglas 3 vs Mala 2 
(BCCAA finals) 
Men's Volleyball 
BCCAA Championships 
Feb.24 Douglas 3 vs CNC 0 
(Quarter-finals) 
Feb.25 Douglas 1 vs TWU 3 
(.Semi~'finals) 
Feb.26 Douglas 3 vs OUC 2 
(Bronze medal match) 
Men's JJasketball 
Feb.24 Douglas 101 vs Langara 102 
(Semi~finat 11) 
Feb.2S DQujltJS 67 vs t.angara 81 
( Semi-flnat'li) 
If you're between the ages of 12 and 
24, you can now fly to any of AirBC's 28 
destinations for up to 65% off our regular 
economy fare (except Seattle and Portland 
which are not available on a standby 
basis). We call it the Class 24 
fare. And even though it's up to 
65% less than our regular 
economy fare, you get all the 
perks of regular economy service. 
Just fly standby (not a problem, 
because you can almost always get the 
flight of your choice), 
and bring ID. 
And for frequent 
standby fliers taking 
CLASS 24 
YOUTH STANDBY 
ONE-WAY FARES 
advantage of our "Fly From Vancouver 
4 Get 1 Free" offer, Victori a 
remember, you've got Ottawa 
until June 30, 1995 Toronto to complete your four 
$33 
$285 
$272 
$294 qualifying flights. Montreal 
Who says youth 
is wasted on the 
young? 
For reservations 
call your travel agent 
or Air Canada at 
1-800-663-3 721. 
Winnipeg $173 
Reg in a $136 
Saskatoon $ 128 
Edmonton $106 
Calgary $95 
Kelowna $57 
~111RAVELCUTS lllr ..II The wwel comoany ol lhe Can&ellan FederatiOn ol Siudents 
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AT MY FUNERAL 
At my funeral 
I want people to cry. not those 
1-don · t-want-to-smcar-m y-make-up tears. 
But the ones that stream blindly 
Down wrinkled checks. and stain 
Those dry clean only clothes. 
I want everyone to wear black. 
Not red or blue or green. 
Not the colours that Seventeen magazines 
Say are so in to wear these days. 
I want the topic of convcrs~tion 
To be about me: 
I don't want to hear about 
' 
YQur plans for summer vacation 
Or that new pair of jeans 
You bought at the mall. And yes. 
The Other Press 
Next time I wi11 try to plan my death . ,you'p._nnp'f · 
Around important hockey·,games. . , • ~·sqttJy¥8~ of4#:sli£l!~ :~ 
It w~s.so v~ry inconsiderate __ . ·, ,., ~~-·: ·'Z ajn}jfii~J/foiL~'Yf:'E:'ff!f:sti-
·or m·~~ wasn·t it? .. '. '·W,..."':. l'0f il '!WilU0'»:~-3:'<fA. ·~~·. 
• · • ·· I am"'a never ending abyss 
I wasn · t a toaster oven pleading for surrender 
Or a washer-dryer from Sears. in ihe arms of a quiet 
So your p~;~~d of grief can last ForgOtten UXJf'ds twist t-nr.n,uJ 
Longer than your warranted thirty days. and scatter upon the 
Why can't your tears soak through Tears fall fri!m my starry 
cracking the glass in the 
your masks of forced smiles? ,Profound t!Wughtsform 
For once in your life. · 'but hei;tJme tangled upon 
let go of proper etiquette. Jwant~.:to tal ~~ev'eryt · . 
of white gloves and crossed ankles 1 'lWnt to tell you ~w " • 
but too man~ ey~ are zwlfii:. 
and allow yourself to miss me. . and judgingpze . : · .v""" 
:s~lf!M:o~rftY outer shefl. * , .f:~:=~~~1~;7"' 
Jennifer Ann Wong 
SHORT GRAIN CONTEST: 
Grain Magazine is now accepting entries for its sixth Short Grain Contest. The competition 
is open to all writers. The wi nners will receive cash prizes and publication in the Winter 
1995/96 issue of Grain. There are two categories: 
1) POSTCARD STORY: a work of narrative fiction in 500 words or less. 
2) PROSE POEM: A lyric poem written as a prose paragraph(s), in 500 words or less. 
The prizes, for each category are: 1st prize, $500.00 and publication; 2nd prize, $300.00 and pub-
lkation; 3rd prize, $200.00 and publication. Honorable mentions in each category will also be 
published. 
The entry fee is $20.00 (for two entries; $5.00 each for additional entries). All entrants will receive 
a One-year Subscription to Grain. 
The deadline for the contest is April 30, 1995. 
Complete rules are available at: Short Grain Contest, Box 1154, Regina SK, S4P 3B4. 
p ' 
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HORROR STORY 
IN THE MOONU6.HT 
OF THE ONE. DAY 
THAT EXISTS NOW, 
TH£ DAY AFTER 
YOU LEFT. 
I U£ IN A COFFIN 
CARVED OF THE BONES 
il OF OTHER DAYS, ·· -. 
DREAM OF SHAPE CHANGING, 
. OPEN WINDOWS 
BUT YOU AR£ A SHADOW 
,.,. ............... .,. .... OFM£ 
The Other Press 
Copy edit your CON'T 
paper to a better mark. $10.00/ 
1000 words but negotiable. Pick-up, 
and typing available. Leave 
for Fred DeRosa: 526- 8761. 
seriously and we won't either. Call the older model * desk, chair, lamp $75 
Other Press at 525-3505 or just come OBO * lkea wall unit & bookcase $175 
on down and submit to the fun and the OBO call 522-2084. 
frolic that goes on down in room 1040. 
PROCESSING. Resumes, 
Letters Term papers. ROCK AND ROLL bands that need 
space to practice should call Dennis at 
AND JOIN US at Lady 522-5680 for really cheap rates on 
. ... ,vu.<UJL. New West women's only fitness rehearsal space and recording time. 
seeking M/F 
roommate in New W~tminster. On bus 
route, free parking, free cable, fireplace, 
washer & dryer included in suite. Rent 
is $267 per mth plus 1/3 utilities. 
Available for March. For info call 527-
137.Leave 
needed to 
photograph babes on the beach in Santa 
Monica. Must have own equipment, 
ortation and some sense of 
•"'~"''""·vu. 3 month commitment. Leave 
at Other Press in class/ads box. 
ONLY meetings Held every 
and Sunday for the woman 
"wants it all." Tired of being pushed 
-n··~ooonA'l Do you want to take out your 
• aJggresslOn on someone other than the 
who you love? Then phone 872-
for more information! 
writing is cool! How do 
know? I write for the Other Press, and 
everyone can say that! Seriously 
, expand your opportunities, 
l b1roacien your horizons and meet some 
bizarre people. Writing is not a 
is an art form, and when taken 
it's just a job. So don't take it 
DO YOU REMEMBER that night at 
the Tropicana? Or was it the Copa-
Cabana? Either way, they are both great 
night spots in beautiful downtown L.A. 
For more information on these and more 
great place to meet the woman of your 
dreams, please reply to Box #805, this 
paper. 
ENVIRONMENTALLY friendly 
people are meeting at the entrance to the 
Clayoquat Sound logging road where it 
all happened. Be there to share memories 
or, just to create some. Don't delay. Ph. 
588-8548. 
ARE YOU LONELY? Are you tired 
of being just another face in the crowd? 
Well, wait no more! If you are 18 years 
or older, there is an innovative new way 
for you to end your anonymity, without 
revealing you true identity! Send $9.95 
to HELLUVAGUY Box # 886, this 
paper. 
CENSORSHIP is a serious issue, and 
something that should not be taken 
lightly. If you would like to join in the 
fight against censorship. Please call just 
about anybody on the Fraser Valley 
Library Board, and tell them we said 
hello. 
MOVING SALE - loveseatlhideabed, 
Ikea $350 OBO * bed, 2mths old, 
mattress, frame & headboard $400 OBO 
* word processor/printer, Sony, very 
functional. Great for student papers, 
~ SURREY LANGUAGE AND TUTORlNG SCHOOL Telephone: 581-1512 I 329-5664 I 268-3654 
"Improve Your Essay Writing'' 
classes. 
~cmm~a-~ 
~ --~iaflli~-· 
ON-GOING WEEKLY REGISTRATION 
Monday & Wednesday (4:30-6:30} (6:30-8:30} 
Tuesday & Thursday (4:30-6:30} (6:30-8:30) 
• "Improve Your Essay Writing" classes. 
• SAT exam preparation classes . 
• Math 
• Sclenee 
Only $12.50 per hour! 
j ........ ......._ .... LOCATiON: """""'-~ 
-
310-10524 Kin~ George Highway I 
Surrey, B.C. 3T 2X2 
--.....,. Me .._ ....,. COWPV c.o.,.e 
1988 FORD ESCORT station wagon 
(red) for sale. Not running right now but 
can be fixed or good for parts $150 firm. 
Call 857-1200 #5142 · 
SKIS FOR SALE ... Rossingnol 195cm 
737's with bindings & poles $175 OBO, 
Varnet sunglasses 4006 $50 OBO, GE 
universal remote control $20 never used 
Jason 526-7615. 
WORD PROCESSING. Resumes, 
reports, essays, letters, term papers 
call Pat 589-3787. 
LPI STUDENTS. Want to be able to 
pass the LPI exam? I have a B.A. degree 
from UBC and I can help you 
successfully meet the demands of the 
LPI marketing system. Professional and 
individual instruction please call438-
4463 
ELVIS ELVIS ELVIS revue wants 3 
horn players & 3 female harmonies for 
local gigs and weekend out of town gigs. 
Paulo Lono-Lono International 
Productions, phone 6-8pm for interview 
525-1336. Also seeking female 
harmonies for reggae album. 
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES 
CLASSIFIED FORM 
students. staff, faculty- FREE • for-profit businesses- $3 for 
first 30 words, 10¢ a word thereafter • first three words bolded 
free • extra bolds or italicizing 25¢ each word 
send to classified, c/o other press. 'box 2503, new westminster,bc v31 5b2 
or bring to room 1020, douglas college or fax to 527-5095 
write your ad here 
. 
j 
I 
----------------------~--------------------------- 1 
A 1 1} l j :;t ; t 1 ~ "1 ~, [ t1 name student II ! 
1,,)-ll]a"Jill ,~.[IlL, -.,ry: OmarlcetplaceOhousing Oeducational I ••wll.illlll•••'ill ylJ.WIII' 1 ...... _1._WL-:=o personals Ocommunity~ts---·- _ _,, 
CON'T CON'T 
games with residents of senior home. 
Should be familiar with games, cribs, 
Put your writing, editing and word- yahtzee, ect. Tues. or Sat. am. 
Home for handicapped people needs 
volunteers to help with various chores, 
take residents shopping or to a movie, 
ect. Hrs. flex. Long-term if possible. processing skills to use to help prepare 
an orientation handbook for citizens of 
an intrem care facility. Hrs. flex. 
Volunteer agency needs board members 
to help plan events, set directions, ect. 
Prev. exp. as board member or with 
marketing or fundraising preferred. 
Volunteers needed to play a variety of 
the 
Immigrant organization needs teacher 
assistants for an ESL program, to greet 
and converse with students and assist 
teacher. Var. locations. 3hrs. Wkdays. 
• Volunteer needed to do minor repairs for 
a shelter. Easy going personality and an 
understanding of family violence issues 
is desirable. Hrs. flex. 
' ' ••
For more info on these or other 
volunteer opportunities call 294-5533. 
WANTED TRANSMISSION FOR a 
1980 Ford Granada, Straight 6 Phone 
683-2806. 
MILLION DOLLARS to the first to 
answer this ad. Ph. 1~800-SUCKER 
groovy! 
(in a real far out way ... ) 
endorsed by teen models! (tassles not included) one size fits all! 
Come one, come all, buy many! Only $tQ! 
can you believe it? twelve b~~!! 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE STUDENT SOCIETY 
SP IMG ELECTIOM '95 
This is to notify all Douglas 
College students of the up . S d _ _ com1ng 
tu ent Society Executive I 
~epresentative Committee 
elections. The elections are being 
held for these positions ... 
EXECUTIVE POSITIONS 
President 
· . Treasurer 
Vlce-Presiden Vice p t External 
Maple R;d resident Internal 
ge Member at L 
--- arge 
NOMINATION FORMS 
... shall contain the NAME 
STUDENT NUMBERS of ~hnd 
member n · e the POSI~m~nated,along with 
I<?N for which the 
m~mber IS nominated 
Nominations shall OPEN t 
12:00 noon on Mond a 
6/95 and shall CLos:~~1~~ho 
noon o~ Friday March 17 /9S No.m~nation forms will be . 
aval!able from the Student 
Socl~ty offices at the New 
Westminster and Maple Rid e 
campuses. Completed for~s 
are. to be sent to the Student 
i7o~~ry Business office (room 
at the New Westminster 
ca~pus. Nomination forms 
tre~~eved late will be returned 
o e member, unprocessed. 
CANDIDATES ~ 
011(1. 
M ... will take place on Ill. .. 
arch 22, 1995 from 12·oo no 
to 1 ·oopm · · on 
. In the Concourse at th 
New Westminster Campus. e 
. PROGRAM REPRESENTATlVE 
POSITIONS 
Ath\etics Rep. (2) 
Business Rep. (3) 
Oenta\ Rep. 
Oeve\opmenta\ Studies Rep. 
Oi$ab\ed Students' Rep. 
English as a Second Language Rep. 
· Genera\ Nursing Rep. 
Long Term Care Aide Rep . 
Music Rep. 
Native Students, Rep . . 
Psyc\atr\c Nursing Rep. 
Socia\ Services Rep. (2) 
Theatre Rep. 
University Transfer f3ep. (4) 
EXECUTIVE~E~MS OF OFFICE 
REPS .. . eptember 1/95 to August 31/96 
... one year from date of elections 
CAMp CampaiAI~NING 
comm Qnmgm ence ay -
as the as soon 
nominatproper 
has be ton form 
en rec . 
and filed etved 
C.R.o by the ~ease at i~~;:ust 
n March 2S 0 noon 
'1995. 
VOTING will take place 
March 27 to ~arch 31, 1995 
